
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

    
 

    
    

  

What What What What went Behind…went Behind…went Behind…went Behind…
The  JK Fastrak'12 Car Rally was a thundering success.  Registrations came 

flooding into The Aura office and we had a record number of 70 cars in both the 

categories 'Fun Wagon' and 'Eves on Wheels'.  There were prizes galore and the 

sponsors were appreciative of the rally and the way it was organised and 

conducted.  

There was not a silent moment for the participants from the time they were 

flagged off at the National College grounds till the finish at the KRT Garage. The 

participants enjoyed calculating and negotiating the paths charted out in the tulip 

chart.  It was a challenging experience of a lifetime. MMSC, as always, was 

impressed with the turnout and the quality of competition.  

In short, the T.S.D. rally was well acclaimed by the competitors.  Srilekha, the 

playback singer, regaled the audience with a few songs at the valedictory function 

at Hotel Sangam.  The SP of our town and the Commisioner of Police expressed 

their appreciation at the efforts of the Aura and promised to offer their co-

operation and encouragement in such activities.  
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P. Alamelu                                         7th 
 

Kantha Kishore                                  21st 

Supriya Ravikumar                           8th       
 

Sheiba Mathuram                              22nd 

J.Suryavadhana                                11th      
 

V. Chandra                                         27th 

Shanthi Sukumar                               13th       
 

Shilpa Vivek                                      29th 

Sunitha Raghavan                            18th  
 

Srividhya.M                                       30th 
 

Mythily Ramanan           Rajalakshmi Rajesh                   Rajeshwari Ramakrishnan           Savitri Saravanan   
 98430-54925                94431-65687                         0431- 2415687                  98946-06051 

                       Subha Rengarajan                   Vidhya Madhan                     Vrinda Ramanan 
                      98424-08099                    99444-52100                  94432-59747 
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What Lies AheadWhat Lies AheadWhat Lies AheadWhat Lies Ahead                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
"The essence of mathematics is not to make simple things complicated but to 

make complicated things simple." says the mathematician S.Gudder. Mathematics 

and the world of numbers attract only the left-brained. This month we will be 

having an expert mathematician in our midst.  He will walk us through the world 

of numbers showing us how to improve our ability to identify and analyze 

patterns, challenge our logical and critical thinking skills and find ways to see 

relationships between numbers and  use maths to solve problems.  He has 

promised to change the attitude of 'no,no maths' to 'know, know maths'.  I can 

assure you that after this session, you are going to be the most wanted by 

everyone in the family to solve their various problems.  

AttentionAttentionAttentionAttention    
    

• Membership renewal forms have already been despatched. The renewal fees 

is Rs.2750/- for 2012-2013. Please renew  at the earliest so that you do not 

miss out the details of the October event. 

• Any references for new members may be brought to the notice of the 

committee immediately so that the application is processed before the 

October event. 

• The annual event is on Saturday,October 6th.Please mark your Calendar 

  

"The mathematician's best work is art, a high perfect art, as daring 

as the most secret dreams of imagination, clear and lucid.  

Mathematical genius and artistic genius touch one another."  

 
 

 

Date: 12th September, 2012Date: 12th September, 2012Date: 12th September, 2012Date: 12th September, 2012    

Time: 11:00 AMTime: 11:00 AMTime: 11:00 AMTime: 11:00 AM    

Venue:Nanjai Hall,Hotel Sangam,TrichyVenue:Nanjai Hall,Hotel Sangam,TrichyVenue:Nanjai Hall,Hotel Sangam,TrichyVenue:Nanjai Hall,Hotel Sangam,Trichy    

Topic:Topic:Topic:Topic:    ‘No Maths’ to ‘Know Maths’‘No Maths’ to ‘Know Maths’‘No Maths’ to ‘Know Maths’‘No Maths’ to ‘Know Maths’    

Speaker:Speaker:Speaker:Speaker:Mr Mr Mr Mr R.R.R.R.Ramanujan,Ramanujan,Ramanujan,Ramanujan,    

            Professor,Indian IProfessor,Indian IProfessor,Indian IProfessor,Indian Institute of mathematical sciencesnstitute of mathematical sciencesnstitute of mathematical sciencesnstitute of mathematical sciences    


